entertainer who has raised over $2 million for charities with her productions. Proceeds fully benefit the Dairy Arts Center.

MUSIC AT THE DAIRY PRESENTS: AN EVENING WITH FYS
JANUARY 10
Colorado’s FYS proudly swum in the deep currents of American music, playing new songs, well-informed of country and bluegrass traditions, but not bound to them. Featuring thoughtful arrangements, strong singing, and musicianship, the band strives to connect to listeners with stories of common struggles and big ideas. While their sound evokes timelessness, it is decidedly contemporary, well-traveled 21st-century sensibility that informs their songwriting.

T2 DANCE PROJECT: VERSATILITY DANCE FESTIVAL CO 2020
FILM NIGHT - JANUARY 10
PERFORMANCE NIGHT - JANUARY 11
WORKSHOPS - JANUARY 11 & 12
VDF CO 2020 offers the Denver Metro Area a unique dance experience presenting the best in dance film and performance from Colorado and beyond. Two nights of great dance on stage and screen! The festival runs January 10–11, 2020 at the Dairy Arts Center in Boulder, CO with a dance film night and a dance performance night. We’re stepping it up a notch this year by featuring two amazing dance companies that will not only perform in the festival but will also offer workshops open to the public. Featured companies this year include 3rd Law Dance/Theater (CO) and REVolutions Dance (FL). See www.t2dance.org/vdf for workshop information.

MOTUS THEATER: JUSTUS - UNPLUGGED
JANUARY 20
Motus Theater presents the Boulder County premiere of “JustUs: Stories From the Frontlines of the Criminal Justice System.” This “Unplugged” performance features seven people who were formerly incarcerated telling autobiographical stories about the damage they have sustained and the weight that they carry. Motus Theater will amplify their stories.

SHOEBOX STORIES LIVE
JANUARY 13 - 17
Shoebox Stories is a story-holding project where we gather together and stand in another person’s shoes by reading aloud their story, saying their words, and holding, for a moment, the weight that they carry. Motus Theater will celebrate and recognize Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s fight for equality and civil rights this year by asking local leaders in Boulder County to stand in other people’s shoes. Community leaders are chosen by the Youth Opportunities Advisory Board, Boulder JCC, Center of the American West, Boulder Chamber, and League of Women Voters will be joining us on stage to read the stories of undocumented leaders, and amplifying their stories.

DR. KELLY SCHUH: MAGNETIZE YOUR MAN WORKSHOP
JANUARY 17 - 19
Amazon best selling author, speaker, and relationship coach for women, Dr. Kelly Martin Schuh, has empowered over 10,000 women to surrender their shame and master a life of sacred love and divine partnership. Her body of work in healing sacred feminine sexuality includes being featured on Jamie Foxx’s Foxxhole Radio and PopSugar Magazine. Learn more and purchase tickets at www.DrKellyLive.com
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**BOULDER MAGIC SHOW AT THE DAIRY: WITH BEN YOUNG! JANUARY 24 & 25**

Ben Young has thrilled audiences worldwide with his fresh spin on the typical magic show. Forget the rabbits and sequins, and join Ben in an upbeat show that focuses on a fun group experience! Find out why Ben was hand-picked to appear on the hit CW TV show Penn & Teller: Fool Us, has performed for the troops at 30+ military bases, and is a frequent guest performer in major casinos on the Las Vegas Strip!

Offstage, Ben is just your average, nerdy, magic, part-time superhero. He holds a Bachelor's degree in Psychology from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville and is a proud member of the International Brotherhood of Magicians, and dabbles with the ukulele.

As always, the Boulder Magic Show at the Dairy is hosted and curated by our own Braden Carlisle.

**THE BOW WOW FILM FESTIVAL JANUARY 25**

The Bow Wow Film Festival is proud to present their 5th Annual Festival! Join us for this fun event to celebrate our beloved canine companions! We are so excited about the movies we have chosen for our 2019-20 Tour! Come laugh and cheer and maybe even tear up a bit as we marvel in all the ways these beloved furry creatures touch our lives!

**DAIRY COMEDY IN THE BOE: HOSTED BY ZOE ROGERS JANUARY 25**

Featuring Rebecca Robinson, Can Sun, Cody Ulrich, Salma Zaky, Miriam Moreno, Kira MagCalen, and headliner Stephen Agyei.

Rebecca Robinson was crowned the winner of the 2018 Aspen Laugh Festival. Famously, she hates thin milkshakes and social inequality.

Can Sun is a stand-up comedian, a Chinese immigrant and a mom. Her jokes explode stereotypes of Asian women as well as parenting in America. She currently lives in Fort Collins, Colorado.

Cody Ulrich is a comic from Denver, CO. He currently resides in Boulder and runs shows in Lafayette, CO. Cody is a host of the wildly fun Off the Chain Comedy Showcase at Endo Browning.

Salma Zaky & Gabby Gutierrez-Reed present Tell Me I'm Pretty, a free stand-up comedy show featuring touring headliners and local favorites.

Kira MagCalen is a writer, comedian, and tiny monster based in Denver, CO. Her eclectic style coats sharp social commentary in downright silliness. She has performed across the US, participated in festivals like Savage Henry, CROM, High Plains and the Southwest Chief Festival, and has been published in Cherry Magazine.

Stephen Agyei is a Stand-Up Comedian, Actor and writer who hails from Denver, CO. Noted for having the whitest teeth in Denver, he became one of the city's most sought-after comedians. Shining brightly with his mischievous smile, the Comedy Works regular was the winner of the 2012 Comedy Works' Clean Comedy Contest, and a 3-time finalist in the venue's New Faces contest; With a style described as “calculated fearlessness.” The LA-based comedian has been featured on Just For Laughs Digital, Vicerand's Flophouse and NPR's “All Things Considered” with Roy Wood Jr. His voice will also be heard on Season 6 of Bojack Horseman, on Netflix.

**DAIRY ARTS CENTER: NOCHE DE PENA FEBRUARY 1**

A peña is a casual and participatory social event centered around live music that celebrates community through music, poetry, prose, and culture.

Peñas have a rich and varied history, and can be quite different from one country to another. In Spain, peñas often celebrate and promote Flamenco culture, while in Peru they tend to focus on what is known as Música Criolla--an array of sub-genres created from the fusion of Spanish, Andean and African cultures, such as huayno, festejo, and marinera. In Chile and Argentina, countries that underwent civic unrest in the 1960s and 1970s, peñas involve music known as Nueva Canción - a genre with roots in Cuba's revolutionary Nueva Trova.